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Most hotels in the United States use revenue management, regardless of their pricing strategy relative to their
competitive set. However, revenue management is executed more closely on average by hotels that price above
their competitive set than by those who price below their competitive set. A study of over 6,000 hotels in all
market segments found that virtually all hotels adjusted their rates in association with changes in occupancy.
Although revenue management was nearly universal, hotels in certain market segments were less likely to
adjust rates with occupancy and some simply did not do so. Mid-market hotels were heavily involved in
revenue management, for instance, while many economy-segment properties apparently did not use this
strategy. When the sample was divided according to pricing strategy, revenue management remained a nearly
universal strategy. With regard to pricing strategy, some properties maintain their rates at a premium to those
of their immediate competitors, while other hotels set room rates slightly below those of competitors (and
others, much lower). Hotels that priced below competitors demonstrated strong use of revenue management,
as did hotels that set their room rates above those of their competitors. The chief exception to the use of
revenue management was certain groups of economy hotels. At the other end of the scale, luxury properties
that price well below their competition constitute another group that does not seem to be applying revenuemanagement strategies.
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Executive Summary

An Examination
of Revenue Management
in Relation to Hotels’ Pricing Strategies

By Cathy A. Enz and Linda Canina

M

UNITED STATES USE REVENUE MANAGEMENT, regardless of their
pricing strategy relative to their competitive set. However, revenue management is executed more closely on average by hotels that price above their competitive set than by those who price below their competitive set.
OST HOTELS IN THE

A study of over 6,000 hotels in all market to pricing strategy, some properties maintain
segments found that virtually all hotels adjust- their rates at a premium to those of their immeed their rates in association with changes in oc- diate competitors, while other hotels set room
cupancy. Although revenue management was rates slightly below those of competitors (and
nearly universal, hotels in certain market seg- others, much lower). Hotels that priced below
ments were less likely to adjust rates with oc- competitors demonstrated strong use of revecupancy and some simply did not do so. Mid- nue management, as did hotels that set their
market hotels were heavily involved in revenue room rates above those of their competitors.
management, for instance, while many economy- The chief exception to the use of revenue mansegment properties apparently did not use this agement was certain groups of economy hotels.
strategy.
At the other end of the scale, luxury properties
When the sample was divided according that price well below their competition constito pricing strategy, revenue management re- tute another group that does not seem to be apmained a nearly universal strategy. With regard plying revenue-management strategies.
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An Examination
of Revenue Management
in Relation to Hotels’ Pricing Strategy
By Cathy A. Enz, Ph.D., and Linda Canina, Ph.D.

M

through the strategic use of pricing is a challenge for
all hotel managers. Fundamental revenue-management principles suggest
that care must be taken to decide what price to charge for speciﬁc market
segments in various demand periods.1
AXIMIZING REVENUE

In conjunction with that determination,
tracking competitors’ prices is an important
practice, especially since many hotel operators
engage in the practice of reference pricing (that
is, pricing just slightly below most direct competitors).2 During low-demand periods, such
as those experienced in recent years, eﬀective
1
For a comprehensive summary of revenue management,
see: G. Withiam, “The ‘4-C’ Strategy for Yield Management,”
CHR Reports (TheCenterforHospitalityResearch.org, 2001).
2
See: “Developing a Pricing Strategy,” in Marketing
Strategy, second edition, ed. O.C. Ferrell, Michael D. Hartline,
and George H. Lucas (Belmont, CA: South-Western
Publishing, 2002), Chapter 7.
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comparative pricing becomes even more challenging and eﬀective revenue management
more important.
Our objective in this study is to examine
the degree of linkage between a hotel’s rate and
its occupancy levels for hotels in diﬀerent market segments under various competitive situations. We are primarily interested in the extent to which revenue management is deployed
by hotels. For this determination, we divided
the sample into groups in two diﬀerent ways.
First, we divided subjects by whether they set
room rates higher or lower than those of their

CORNELL UNIVERSITY • THECENTERFORHOSPITALITYRESEARCH.ORG

competitors. Then we divided the sample into ter to certain revenue-management practices.
six groups, by whether the hotel in question Consequently, we wondered whether there
sets prices slightly, moderately, or well above were particular circumstances under which
their competitors’ rates or whether that prop- revenue management might be considered
erty undercuts its competitors’ prices, again ineﬀective.
by a small amount, a moderate amount, or by
In the study described in this report, we
several percentage points. In a previous study, build on the earlier studies of relative competiwe found that hotels that price slightly above tive pricing and its impact on occupancy and
their competitors perform relatively better in RevPAR, by considering the revenue-manageterms of revenue.3 A related question, then, is ment activity of hotels in local markets. In parwhether those high-rate hotels are more eﬀective revenue managers than those who do not
price as aggressively in relation to their comIf hotel managers are carefully
petitors. Knowledge of these empirical relationwatching their competitors’ rates,
ships may be useful to both groups of managers,
are those managers also maintaining
whether they attempt a premium-price strategy
or a strategy of undercutting competitors.
a revenue-management strategy?
In previous studies we found that, in relaMostly, the answer is, yes.
tion to their competitors, hotels in direct competition make more money when they maintain comparatively higher prices and avoid ticular we are interested in whether there are
discounting to ﬁll rooms.4 Using data from strong positive relationships between a given
2001 through 2003, our previous studies re- hotel’s pricing activity and its occupancy levels.
veal that hotels that drop their prices relative We tested this relationship for hotels for which
to their competitive set capture market share the relative pricing strategy is to oﬀer prices
from the competition, but do not gain higher below those of competitors and for those that
RevPARs than those same competitors. Those set rates above those of competitors. Thus, our
ﬁndings suggest that there is nothing wrong question is, To what extent does a strong ratewith holding relative rates constant even when to-demand relationship exist for hotels that podemand drops. Those ﬁndings, in turn, seem sition themselves either above or below their
to imply that hotels might alter their revenue- competitors?
management policies under certain competiSpeciﬁcally, we compared the relationship
tive conditions. The earlier work did ﬁnd that between average daily rate and occupancy for
raising prices above those of a hotel’s compet- hotels that were pricing above their competiitive set will lead to a loss of occupancy, but tion and for those that kept their rates below
that loss does not diminish RevPAR. On the those of their direct competitors. In so doing,
other hand, by oﬀering a lower relative price we seek to determine the degree to which hoa hotel gains occupancy (as expected), but the tels in various market segments and with condiscounting property’s RevPAR performance is trasting competitive stances employ a revenuelower than that of its competitive set. The ﬁnd- management strategy. We can conclude that
ings that we just outlined seem to run coun- a hotel is using revenue management when
it maintains an approach to pricing in which
3
there is a strong positive association (statistiSee: C. Enz, L. Canina, and M. Lomano, “Hotel
Price-discounting Strategies: When Occupancies Rise and
cally signiﬁcant, positive correlation) between
Revenues Fall,” Cornell University Center for Hospitality
occupancy and ADR.
Research, 2004 (TheCenterforHospitalityResearch.org).
4
Also see: C. Enz, “Hotel Pricing in a Networked
As a starting point to the discussion, a revWorld,” Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration Quarterly,
enue-management
strategy would be in eﬀect if
Vol. 44, No. 1 (February 2003), pp. 4–5.
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prices ﬂuctuated in concert with demand lev- operators to select hotels in their competitive
els. Under such an approach the hotel would set are: (1) product oﬀering, (2) proximity, and
adjust its rates downward during low-demand (3) price. Usually a hotel’s managers will select
periods and move them upward in high-de- for inclusion in their competitive set hotels in
mand periods. Many factors shape the pric- reasonable proximity that oﬀer comparable
ing decision, but at its core is the idea that products and features and maintain rate parity.
good revenue management exists when hotel While proximity may vary by hotel segment, a
rates and occupancies are positively correlated. three-mile distance is a reasonable standard,
Conversely, if no relationship or a negative re- although a luxury hotel may have to extend
lationship exists between rate and occupancy, that distance, because it will have fewer closely
we can conclude that a hotel is not practicing proximate competitors than does the typical
revenue management.
budget hotel.
In this study we explore the relationship
Determining the competitive set is a
between annual ADR and annual occupancies key element of this study, because revenueduring 2003 for over 6,000 United States ho- management decisions often are driven by
tels in various price segments. The focus is on whether competing hotels boost or drop their
individual hotels and their direct competitors prices. In exploring the relationship between
ADR and occupancy, this study focuses on
such local pricing dynamics. We believe that by
analyzing each hotel’s pricing strategy relative
Whether hotels maintain a strategy
to that of its individually selected competitive
of pricing above their competitors or
set, we can understand the price–occupancy relationship
in a novel, insightful way.
below their competitors, overall they
We chose to analyze annual data rather
implement revenue management.
than monthly data to avoid the inﬂuences of
pricing irregularities that may have occurred
in a particular month. Even though revenuein local markets. The data were drawn from management programs adjust prices each day,
the Smith Travel Research database, which is the overall revenue-management program of
eﬀectively a census of brand-name hotels in the adjusting prices according to demand condiUnited States. This comprehensive sample is tions will become apparent in an analysis of anwidely considered to be representative of all nual data. Properties were eliminated from the
branded hotels in the U.S.
sample if they had less than 12 months of data
for 2003. Extended-stay hotels were excluded
The Study
from this study because they have unusual
In this study we categorize hotels’ pricing strate- demand characteristics, given that the typical
gies relative to those of their competitive set of traveler stays more than ten days at these comhotels to determine whether revenue-manage- plexes. We also excluded resorts because of
ment strategies diﬀer for hotels that use one or their seasonality and their frequent inclusion
the other of the two contrasting pricing strat- of meals in room pricing.
egies that we have outlined. The competitivePercentage diﬀerences in ADR. As exset data used in this study are drawn from the plained below, in addition to the ﬁrst analysis,
aggregate performance of each subject hotel’s where we divided hotels into “above” or “bedirect competition. Typically, a competitive low” with regard to their rates, for a second
set consists of a group of six or more proper- analysis, we grouped hotels by percentage difties selected by a hotel’s managers or its par- ference in ADR relative to their competitive
ent company. The three key factors used by set. Speciﬁcally, the pricing strategy of a given
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EXHIBIT 1
Pearson correlation coefﬁcients of average daily rate to occupancy

Price segments

Pricing up to 15
percent below
competitive set

Pricing up to 15
percent above
competitive set

0.23
(2,717)

0.28
(2,391)

0.21
(231)

0.29
(294)

0.27
(284)
0.29
(533)
0.21
(1,157)
0.09
(394)

0.28
(264)
0.32
(432)
0.21
(1,181)
0.25
(108)

Overall
Luxury and Upper Upscale
Upscale
Midscale with food & beverage
Midscale without food & beverage
Economy

Notes: Correlations are based on annual data from 2003. The number of observations for
each group is given in parentheses. All correlations are signiﬁcant at p < .001, except economy hotels that price above competitors, shown in red, which is signiﬁcant at p < .01, and
economy hotels that price below competitors, shown in italics, which is not signiﬁcant.

hotel in 2003 was categorized into one of six
The ADR–Occupancy
Relationship
diﬀerent pricing-strategy groups based on that
5
percentage diﬀerence in ADR. So, the ini- The initial analysis examined all hotels by
tial pricing-strategy groups were simply those price segment for 2003, divided by whether
that priced lower than the competitive set and they maintained rates above or below those of
those that priced higher. Then, we reﬁned the their competitors (by any percentage). Exhibit
analysis with the six pricing-strategy groups, 1 shows the Pearson correlation coeﬃcients
subdividing the properties by the percentage for those two sets of hotels overall and by mardeviation of their ADRs above or below those ket segment. In this correlation analysis the
of competitors. For each of these groups, we value of the coeﬃcient measures the degree
calculated the Pearson product moment cor- of association between a hotel’s ADR and its
relation coeﬃcients between ADR and occu- occupancy.
pancy. The data summarized in the following
Overall analysis. The table shows that
results are these correlation coeﬃcients.
overall both sets of hotels showed positive, signiﬁcant correlations between ADR and occu5
We eliminated from the data sample all properties
pancy, indicating the use of revenue managewith signiﬁcant diﬀerences in RevPAR performance from
2002 to 2003. We did this to ensure that the categories of dif- ment. As a group, this positive, signiﬁcant
ference in ADR relative to the competitive set were due in fact
relationship held for hotels with low prices relto diﬀerences in their relative pricing strategies. We used a
ative to their competitive set (coeﬃcient = .23;
parameter of one standard deviation from zero because of the
importance of evaluating hotels that were able to achieve past
p < .001). Moreover, with one price-segment
RevPAR performance similar to that of their competitive set.
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EXHIBIT 2
Pearson correlation coefﬁcients for speciﬁc pricing groups

Pricing below the competition

Pricing above the competition

More than
5 and up to
10 percent
below

More than
1 and up to
5 percent
below

More than
1 and up to
5 percent
above

More than
5 and up to
10 percent
above

Overall

0.22
(895)

0.29
(1,007)

0.29
(955)

0.30
(800)

Luxury and Upper Upscale

0.19
(60)

0.25
(105)

0.49
(106)

0.32
(109)

0.24*
(96)
0.23
(192)
0.23
(378)
0.17*
(130)

0.31
(105)
0.32
(200)
0.28
(478)
- 0.002
(79)

0.19
(103)
0.38
(180)
0.26
(472)
0.18
(58)

0.40
(93)
0.36
(140)
0.25
(392)
- 0.04
(26)

Price segments

Upscale
Midscale with food & beverage
Midscale without food & beverage
Economy

Notes: Correlations are based on annual data from 2003. The number of observations for each group is given in
parentheses. Correlation coefﬁcients shown in red are signiﬁcant at p < .001. The coefﬁcient shown in italics is
signiﬁcant at p < .01. The two coefﬁcients that are starred (*) are signiﬁcant at p < .05. Remaining coefﬁcients
are not signiﬁcant.

Repeating this analysis for hotels that
exception, this pattern of a positive relationship between price and occupancy was the case priced above their competition, the relationfor hotels with low prices relative to their com- ship between their own rate and occupancy
petition, regardless of price segment. The ex- was also positive and statistically signiﬁcant
ception here was economy hotels that undercut (coeﬃcient = .28; p < .001). This pattern of
their competitors, for which the relationship of a positive relationship between price and ocADR and occupancy was not signiﬁcant. Thus, cupancy was the case for all hotels that mainour ﬁndings suggest that most hotels that of- tained high prices relative to their competition
fered low rates relative to their competitors regardless of market segment. Even economy
were actively engaged in altering their rates hotels that priced higher than their competiwith shifts in demand. Overall, economy ho- tive set relied on revenue management. Two
tels that priced below their competitive set, on observations are noteworthy. First, a stronger
the other hand, did not shift rates according to relationship exists between rate and occupancy
demand ﬂuctuations and thus were not active- for hotels that priced above their competitive
set than applies to those that priced below the
ly engaged in revenue management.
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competition, as shown by the correlation co- these properties showed positive relationships
eﬃcient of .23 for the below-competitor prop- between their own hotel pricing and occupancy
erties and .28 for the above-competitor group levels, indicating that overall the hotels in our
(again, see Exhibit 1). Second, since the corre- subdivided groups were managing revenue.
lation coeﬃcients are positive and statistically However, as the table also shows, diﬀerences
signiﬁcant, it is clear that industrywide, hotel in revenue management showed up when we
operators are employing revenue management analyzed the hotels in the various market segapproaches by varying their rates as occupancy ments. Luxury and upper upscale hotels, for
rises or falls. These results permit us to observe example, carefully ﬁt their rates to occupancy
that hotels that price above their competitors if they were in the group that priced between
are adjusting prices more closely to demand 1 and 5 percent above the competition. In
than are those hotels that price below their
competitive set.

Subdivided Sample

Subdividing the sample isolated a few
certain hotel types that showed only a
weak correlation between occupancy
and rates and, thus, are apparently not
actively using revenue management.

Turning to the analysis that is based on the
extent of underpricing or overpricing, hotels
that price just below or just above their competitors’ rates (by less than 1 percent), the results (not presented in the tables) show strong
positive correlations between ADR and occupancy. Pricing just below the competitive set is contrast, luxury and upper upscale hotels that
the best example of reference pricing. For all priced substantially below the competitive set
hotels that followed this practice we obtained (over 5 and up to 10 percent lower) were not
the strongest correlations between a hotel’s found to have a signiﬁcant rate–occupancy
own ADR and occupancy (coeﬃcient = .30; relationship.
p < .001). For all the hotels that price just above
For upscale hotels the strongest levels of
the competition the correlation between rate revenue management were found among hoand occupancy was also statistically signiﬁcant tels that priced substantially above their compeand positive (coeﬃcient = .23; p < .001). The tition, that is, in the group that priced over 5 to
larger correlation between rate and occupancy 10 percent higher. Hotels in the midscale segfor those that price just below their competitors ments showed a positive relationship between
suggests that this group of hotels is the most rate and occupancy regardless of their competactively engaged in raising and lowering their itive pricing strategy. Thus, we conclude that
rates with shifts in demand. The implication mid-market hotels were busy managing their
of this ﬁnding is that hotels that choose the revenue by adjusting rate to demand levels. In
strategy of pricing just under their competitors contrast, the economy segment’s hotel operaare the most active in managing revenue in re- tors were the least likely to adjust their rates to
sponse to ﬂuctuations in demand.
occupancy. With the exception of the lowestprice economy hotels (relative to their competiLarge Pricing Gaps Among
tion), economy hotels as a group did not adjust
Competitors
their own hotel rates to occupancy, as revealed
In Exhibit 2 we show the results for the other by the insigniﬁcant and negative correlation
four groups that we analyzed according to the coeﬃcients. Economy hotels generally appear
extent of their under- or overpricing. Looking to maintain relatively consistent prices rather
at the group of hotels that priced substantially than increase or decrease rates according to dehigher than their comparative sets in 2003, mand ﬂuctuations.
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Conclusion
Our study found that hotels that set rates
just slightly below most of their competitors
were likely to have strong and positive correlations between their ADRs and occupancies.
In essence, they were practicing good revenue
management and raising rates as demand increased. Weaker relationships were found between rate and occupancy when hotels priced
substantially lower than their competitors. For
example, the luxury-segment hotels that priced
substantially below their competitors were
not practicing revenue management at all, as
indicated by the insigniﬁcant correlations be-

During the period of this study (2003
data), most hotels in the United States
carefully set rates in relation to
ﬂuctuations in their occupancy.

tween rate and occupancy for these operators
(see Exhibit 2). This ﬁnding, in conjunction
with our previous results that showed hotels
that priced substantially below their competitors experienced much lower RevPARs, would
suggest that a hotel manager who decides to
price his or her hotel products substantially
below those of the competition may enhance
the property’s RevPAR performance by adjusting rates upward in relatively aggressive fashion
when occupancy rises.
Economy hotels that price below their
competitors do not appear to be using the revenue-management strategy of raising rates as
demand increases; instead those hotels maintain rate stability. That may be the result of
their being unable to oﬀer still lower prices
and also cover costs. In addition, given economy hotels’ stance of competing on the basis of
price, they may be strategically unable to raise
their rates much as demand increases. In short,
this group of economy hotels appears to be a

12 • ANALYZING REVENUE MANAGEMENT

pure price play in which ﬁxed pricing is part
of the positioning strategy needed to attract
guests. Interestingly, there is modest revenue
management in those instances when an economy hotel is pricing substantially below the
competition (with rates over 5-percent lower).
This practice may reﬂect opportunistic pricing
by operators with relatively low-quality products. In previous research we have found that
low-end hotels obtain RevPAR spillover beneﬁts from locating next to high-end hotels.6 In
some markets it may be possible for economy
hotels to raise their rates as demand for the entire market increases simply because most markets have the largest proportion of high-price
hotels.
In contrast to the low-end economy properties, economy hotels that price above their
competitors were, as a group, far more likely to
engage in revenue-management strategies, particularly those hotels that price just above their
competitors. Although the sample size was too
small to draw meaningful inferences, we found
a strong positive correlation between rate
and occupancy (coeﬃcient = .59; p < .05) for
economy hotels that price less than 1 percent
above their competitors (not shown in Exhibit
2). The strategy of these economy hotels
with slightly higher rates seems to involve carefully monitoring demand and actively managing revenue.
Overall, hotels that price above their competitors were found to be more active in adjusting rate to ﬂuctuations in demand. Put simply,
high-price players are more aggressive revenue
managers. In addition, luxury and upper upscale hotels and midscale hotels appear to be
the strongest revenue managers when their
strategy is to maintain rates at 1 to 5 percent
above their competitors. As room-rate disparities increase, the relationship between rate and
occupancy remains signiﬁcant, but the correlations are not as strong. However, when com6
See: L. Canina, C.A. Enz, and J. Harrison,
“Agglomeration Eﬀects and Strategic Orientations: Evidence
from the U.S. Lodging Industry,” Academy of Management
Journal, forthcoming.
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pared to the hotels that price below competitors, revenue management is more likely to
be found in all hotels in this sample that position themselves as pricing above their competitors. This result suggests that those hotels
which are best able to extract high RevPARs
are also most likely to engage in revenuemanagement practices.
This study clearly shows that in 2003 most
hotels in the United States carefully set rates
in relationship to ﬂuctuations in occupancy.
Generally speaking, hotels that priced above
their competitors evidenced more revenue
management than did those who priced below
competitors. Economy hotels, perhaps because
they position themselves on the basis of price,
were the least likely to alter rate with demand,
although some low-price hotels did take some
advantage of revenue-management strategies.
In contrast, midscale hotels consistently set
rates in alignment with demand, regardless of

whether they set rates above or below those of
competitors.
While this study extends previous pricing
studies by looking at the role of eﬀective revenue management—as deﬁned by the relationship between rate and occupancy—it has not
addressed other important questions around
revenue management, such as which hotel segments most particularly would beneﬁt from
revenue management. By examining the practice of revenue management (i.e., the rate–occupancy relationship) in the context of competitive pricing strategies, this study has revealed
that the industry does set prices in relationship
with demand shifts. We also found, though,
that this practice is not pursued as strongly by
economy hotels or by hotels that price below
their competitive set. Future studies should
continue to expand our understanding of this
topic by investigating the proﬁtability of hotels
with strong rate-to-demand relationships. ■

Do you have a response to or comment on this report?
The Center for Hospitality Research welcomes
comments, whether brief responses or more formal
commentaries of 1,000 to 3,000 words, on this and other
reports.
To participate in this on-line forum, contact The Center’s
executive director, at hosp_research@cornell.edu.
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